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Consequently, the first two reviews, in particular, do not read as one massive review Â... but simply as a number of
independent reviews of the game. Borderlands 2 is an exemplary FPS in the sense that it changes the established game
template: the player does not simply kill enemy in this, but also search and loot the environments (and the enemies on
them) to find the best weapons and items to use on the enemies. As such, Borderlands 2 is a perfect game for people

with a broader focus, e.g. in the options to search for new weapons and environments. People who enjoy the game
more with more people or shooters, and people who use the game to get away from the straightforward shoot-and-kill

of other recent games, are some other examples of people interested in Borderlands 2. The Box Borderlands 2 is a
shooter FPS game set in an open-world environment, with its own plot and a highly customizable protagonist. The game
is set in the desert city of Pandora, under the control of the United States Marine Corps. Players must explore the game
to find the Vault of Glass, the location of where the main character and first DLC character, Claptrap, appears. The story

of the game is divided into chapters, and the player can make choices on which chapter to play next. There are four
chapters, called Acts, which are played in order from beginning to end, and an intermission, called an Intermission

which allows the player to rest. The player can choose to play a DLC (Downloadable Content) pack which increases the
number of weapons available in the game, or a separate, free DLC pack which increases the number of Achievements.
Gameplay The game plays in one of two modes: either on a first-person or third-person view. The player controls the

main character, vault hunter Kate "Nelson" McHenry, and the player character's first weapon, the Hyperion. The player
can also customize the character by choosing different weapons and equipment, such as alternate ammunition,

attachments and "mods" which are additional features of the weapon such as laser sights, scopes or burst fire. The
game also has the ability to change the appearance of the character and their weapons with items bought at the in-

game shop. The game has a large world in which to explore. While the player explores, the player is not confined to the
three-dimensional plane, but can walk on the surface of walls and floors, and climb
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